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** Can vary depending on sea conditions and weight of boat.

Model Speciications The Pioneer Of The Pleasure-Tug Industry

Ten Reasons To Buy A Nordic Tug

The Incredible Hull

a.  A  ne-entry bow provides a quiet dry ride in adverse weather conditions.
b  The Nordic Tugs full keel improves tracking and reduces drift when maneuvering.
c.  Hard chines reduce roll, increase efficiency and add to the inherently stable ride.

d.  The molded mid guard adds strength to an already solid hull.
e.  A  ared hull keeps the boat dry.

f.  Heavy-duty stainless steel shoe protects the propeller and rudder.
gg.  A round-reverse transom adds strength and helps shed water in a heavy following sea.

Nordic Tugs has spent decades re ning a semi-displacement hull that is fast and fuel efficient -- resulting in an
incredible hull that provides a quiet, comfortable ride.  With a single diesel engine, Nordic Tugs gives you the 
fuel economy of a displacement hull, with speeds far greater than a displacement hull can achieve.

Note:  The photo with the Nordic Tugs in front of the  Statue of Liberty was taken during an annual Rendezvous.
Nordic Tugs and the dealer network help sponsor and support multiple  otillas and activities annually.

1.   38 year history of building trawlers
2.   10 Year structural hull warranty

3.   Made in the USA to  NMMA & ABYC standards
4.   Multi-day sea-trial for every boat

5.   Fast trawler - cruise up to 14 - 15 knots, 17 - 18 Knots WOT
6.   Great efficiency at hull speed (typically 2 - 2.5 gph)

7.   7.   Comfortable and spacious interiors
8.   High resale values 

9.   Classic, comfortable luxury surrounded by strength & performance.
10. Decades of hull re nement and hard chine bottom that reduces roll

Tradition Of ExcellenceA 

The faster Trawler • Fuel Efficient By Design



All new walk out to the upper 
deck from the pilothouse

All  Nordic Tug models come standard
with a powerful 5 blade bow thruster.

A keel mounted stern thruster is
available as an option as is variable 
speed thrusters, all making docking

relatively easy and stress free.

Nordic Tug 34

e Nordic Tug 34 With Optional Flybridge (All sizes shown come in pilothouse and pilothouse plus flybridge versions)

The smallest member of the Nordic Tug family is every bit a Nordic Tug from stem-to-stern.  The superior 
craftsmanship and rugged construction standards that all Nordic Tugs share is apparent from the moment 
you step on board.  Powered by a single 280hp Volvo diesel engine, the Nordic Tug 34 can reach speeds up to 
18 knots or take a leisurely cruise at 8 knots and burn a meager 2.3 gal/hr.  With a 205 gallon fuel capacity, 
there will be fewer stops along the path to your destination.  And like her larger siblings, the Nordic Tug 34 
features a smooth, stable semi-displacement hull that will inspire many years of comfortable cruising.  
  

TThe Nordic Tug 34 features a spacious salon with an L-shaped settee that converts to a double berth,  a 
well-equipped galley, a ship-style pilothouse with 360 degree views, twin pilothouse seats, direct access to 
the decks from walk-out doors on both sides, a standard bow thruster and much more.  Please call one of our 
authorized dealer for full speciications & further information.

Few trawler-style yachts available today can match up to the Nordic Tug 44, with its remarkable seaworthiness, rugged 
construction and long list of thoughtful interior and exterior features developed with the cruising boater in mind.  Powered 
by a single Volvo diesel electronic-controlled engine, the 44 offers top speeds of 18 knots, with an economical cruising 
range of 1,900 nm at 8 knots, making her the ideal boat for cruising both inland and coastal waters.  Inside and out, the 
Nordic Tug 44 offers the freedom, security and comfort to take you just about anywhere you want to go.
     

NNew for this year is the walk-out to the upper bridge from the pilot house, a side entry walk-through (in addition to the 
transom walk-through), a redesigned helm and pilothouse to accommodate the captain and passengers comfortably and 
spaciously,  a redesigned helm to accommodate the latest trends in state-of-the-art electronics, a galley overhang to 
accommodate optional bar stools, increased salon space for two barrel chairs opposite the settee, two redesigned 
staterooms and two redesigned heads.  To see all of this year’s enhancements, contact your dealer for a personalized 
walk-through.

Few vessels can deliver a cruising experience as captivating as that provided by the Nordic Tug 54.  The queen of the Nordic 
Tugs  eet has elevated the art of cruising to a whole new level, and its stunning combination of luxury, efficiency and 
meticulous craftsmanship continues the tradition of excellence that discriminating yachtsmen have come to expect from 
Nordic Tugs.  The 54’s timeless lines and reined semi-displacement hull are paired with a single Volvo diesel engine,  
electronically-controlled to achieve excellent fuel economy, throttle responsiveness and surprisingly brisk cruising speeds, 
while its 1,300 gallon fuel while its 1,300 gallon fuel capacity translates into a 2,600 mile range (8 knots) that’s ideal for offshore passages.
     

The Nordic Tug’ 54’s feature list is so comprehensive, we would need pages to list them.  If a feature or amenity exists, it is 
more than likely she’s on this  agship product.  At Nordic, we’d like to consider the Nordic Tug 54 the epitome of a modern 
cruising classic.    The NT54 is available in a two or three stateroom/head coniguration. We welcome the opportunity to see 
if you agree - contact your local authorized dealer.  Note: Please scan the code to  nd your local delaer!

Cruise With Con dence Built For Cruising Freedom, Security & Comfort A Tradition Of Flagship Excellence

Nordic Tug 40

e Nordic Tug 40 With Optional Flybridge (All Nordic Tugs are proudly made in the USA)

Nordic Tug 44

e Nordic Tug 44 With Optional Flybridge (All Nordic Tugs are built to NMMA & ABYC standards)

Nordic Tug 54

e Nordic Tug 54 With Optional Flybridge (All Nordic Tugs have a 10 Year Hull Warranty)

N imble and responsive handling with the ride and comfort of a much 
larger yacht. A perfect choice for the boater that desires that small boat feel while

maintaining safety, comfort and economy when cruising.

The NT44 has  become Nordic’s most popular model due
to its livability in a yacht that is easily handled by a  cruising
couple. No wonder she’s a popular choice amongst ‘loopers’!

Luxury and space at its  nest!


